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TSL Booking operation
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1. How to register
1) Login website https://hk.booking001.com/ .Click on the registration link.

2) Select Enterprise User

3) After filling in all marked asterisk fields and checking accept user agreement. You can
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click Submit.

4) We will review your registration application within half a working day and send you the
account/password by email.
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2. Booking application entrance

The list on the left is the operation menu, Click “BOOK” to start booking.
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1)

Users can select carrier by clicking on the right carrier’s LOGO or by carrying the
carrier drop-down window.

2)

Select the Country/Area and POL.

3)

If the carrier can only book through the booking agent, please manually select the
booking agent to be commissioned. If this account can booking directly to Carrier,
there is no need to choose.

4)

Choose the way to input booking data.
a) EDI application. Using EDI to import booking data. Suitable for forwarders with
internal systems.
b) Using Excel template to import date. Users fill in the booking data on the platformdefined Excel template, and then imports the data.
c) Create booking and go to the Carrier booking data editing page.

3. Booking page description
3.1. Booking button operation area
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1) Save: save booking data and do not submit. After saving successfully, the ticket data
can be queried in the integrated booking
2) Clear: clear the contents of the booking page.
3) Abort: Abort the data and close the current booking editing page.
4) Submit: Submit the booking application.
5) Templates: save the current data of the page as a template, the next time you select
the corresponding template, you can bring out the corresponding data.
6) Attachment upload: documents need to be provided to carriers for use.
7) Batch duplicate booking: batch copy of multi-ticket content consistent booking data.

3.2. Booking basic information area
It is mainly used to fill in the basic information such as port, Vsl / Voy and so on. The
asterisk means that this field cannot be empty. And the business number as the only
identification order number of the platform.It has no actual meaning and is only used by
the freight forwarder when querying the data.
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3.3. Booking parties area
Fill in the information of the shipper, consignee and notify party. Taking the shipper
as an example, the input box on the right side of the shipper fills in the company code of
the shipper. The upper layer of the filling area below the shipper is the shipper company
name input box, and the lower layer is the shipper address input box. The actual filling
requirements are subject to the requirements of each carrier.
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Button description:
1)

Adjust：adjust the full-angle characters in the parties's content to half corners and
automatically wrap the line. Avoid special characters or format inconsistencies in
the input that affect EDI transmission.

3.4. Cargo Information
It is used to select the quantity and type of container and fill in the relevant
information such as cargo description.
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3.4.1. Special container instructions
1)

Freezer

a) If the freezer replaces the ordinary container, please check the Inactive mark.
b) Please fill in the specified area for temperature and ventilation. There is no need to
fill in the unit.
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c) The humidity part of the carrier is not required to provide, and the platform is not
editable by default. It is depends on the owner's request
d) If the container type is a freezer, please change the cargo type on the right to RF.

2)

SOC
a) Check the SOC tag.

3)

OOG
a) For OOG, if the carrier requests to provide length, width and height details. Please
check the Over Sized mark and edit the length, width and height value. There is
also no need to fill in the unit.

3.4.2. Instructions for DG cargo
1)

Select "DG" as cargo type
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2) If only one kind of DG is contained in this booking, proceed as follows
① Click "Edit DG Information" directly

② After filling in the DG information in the pop-up interface, click Save.
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3) If the booking has multiple DG cargo, follow the steps below
① Check the option of "DG cargo mixed loading",then click "Edit DG Information"

② In the pop-up interface, select the CTNR type and CTNR quantity containing the DG
cargo, and click "Edit" to add DG information .
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③ After clicking Edit, the DG information editing interface will pop up, and you can add,
modify and delete dangerous goods to the selected cabinet type (you can add multiple DG
cargo here)

4) Edit and save the DG cargo information. In addition, before submitting the booking
application, forwarder also need to upload the MSDS file. The upload location is as
shown below.
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5) After submitting the booking application, the system will automatically send a booking
application email to the carrier, and the email will include the automatically generated
DG BOOKING FORM.

6) You can also download the dangerous goods manual on the detailed
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3.5. Miscellaneous area
This area consists of three main parts.
1)

Freight payment term and place of payment. If you choose to Collect, TSL request
to choose the contract accountability, please select according to the page prompt.

2)

For some special requirements for booking, please fill in the Remark with English.

3)

Forwarder contact information.
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4. Description of My Bookings
4.1. Date retrieval area
1) The confirmation status retrieval area is used to quickly filter out the data sets of
different confirmation states. When the reservation data is confirmed / rejected by the
carrier, the number of new reservations processed by the carrier is displayed in the
confirmed / rejected area.

a) Description of booking status:
i.

To be confirmed: the reservation application has been submitted, waiting for
the carrier to confirm the reservation data.

ii.

Rejected: booking data rejected by the carrier.

iii.

Confirmed: booking application confirmed by the carrier of the booking data.

iv.

Draft: temporary reservation data.

2) The order number retrieval area is used to locate the reservation data of the business
number or SO number. Support fuzzy search.

3) More search areas, click on the Unfold to expand more search items. For using in fine
retrieval.
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4.2. My bookings button description

1) Duplicate: copy a ticket of data consistent booking application data.
2) Declare: enter the customs manifest editing page for this booking data.
3) Submit S/I: enter the SI (bill of lading) data editing page for this booking data.
4) Submit VGM: enter the VGM application page of this booking data.
5) Amend/Submit: enter the modification page of this booking data.
6) Cancel: Cancel booking.
7) Delete: delete data, only temporary booking data is allowed to be deleted.
8) Preview: download the SO draft in platform format.
9) Print: Can be used to print booking confirmation. At present, only some shipowners
support it.
10) Excel Template: EXCEL format of booking data, bill of lading data, pre-allocation
manifest data that can be downloaded from this booking data. For subsequent
operations, you can use EXCEL to import directly.

4.3. Date display area
（1） This area is used to display some of the basic information about this booking data,
as well as the sending status of the EDI.
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（2） Users can personalize the display of booking records.

（3） When there is more data, you can change the page by clicking on the lower left, or
by adjusting the number of display bars per page.

5. Operating instructions specific to TSL
5.1. TSL BOOKING
5.1.1. Release Order download
After receiving the reservation confirmation returned by the carrier, the platform
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displays an attachment download button after the confirmation status. After clicking, you
can download the Release Order attachment corresponding to the booking.

6. Bill of lading (SI) application methods
（1） Through the "submit S/I" button for “My Bookings” menu. Generates an edit page
for SI data based on the selected booking data. If a single bill of lading consists of
multiple bookings.Please check the corresponding multi-ticket booking data, and then
click the "submit re" button.
（2） Submit through SI “Online”menu. The menu page is shown in the following figure:
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a) Select the carrier you want to book. You can select by clicking on the right carrier
LOGO or by carrying the carrier drop-down window.
b) Choose your Country/Area
c) Choose the POL where the goods are shipped.
d) If the shipowner can only submit data through the booking agent, please manually
select the booking agent to be commissioned. If this account can submit data
directly to the shipowner, there is no need to choose.
e) Enter the SO No.
f) Enter the B/L No.

7. Description of SI webpage
7.1. SI button operation area

（1） Reimport Booking: synchronizes the key data of the SI to be consistent with the
Booking again.
（2） Delete: delete this data.
（3） Spilt: split a new SI data.
（4） Save the SI date.
（5） Submit: submit the SI date

7.2. Bill of lading basic information area
This area is mainly for editing basic information such as port, ship name, voyage and
so on. If the SI data transferred through booking, the port code, ship name voyage, B/L
number is not allowed to be edited by default. However, the name of the port is allowed to
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be written by the customer themselves.

7.3. Parties information area of SO
(I) the relevant party template is used to hold the relevant party information and can be
used for the next submission.
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7.4. SI cargo information area
（1） If the same CTNR number exists in the two B/L numbers in the SI group at the
same time, please adjust F/L to LCL.
（2） If the total Quantity/G.W/Volume need to be evenly distributed to each CTNR,
please click the Spilt button.

Figure 5 / 4

8. The instructions of combine SI/spilt SO
8.1. How to combine SI
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The platform support the following ways:
（1） In the “My bookings”menu, check the booking data that need to be combined and
click "Submit S/I".

（2） After entering the SI webpage, add the Booking No. that needs to be combined to
the Relevant Bookings on the right. Enter the Booking number and click on "✔".

8.2. How to spilt the SI
Platform supports the following ways:
（1） After entering the SI webpage, click the Spilt button. Click one more ticket at a time,
and the bill of lading data is consistent with the current SI data. The newly removed bill
of lading will generate the bill of lading number in accordance with the rules required
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by the carrier, such as the B/L number plus ABC, etc.
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